


The Judaism on Our Own Terms Network is a national move-
ment of independent campus Jewish organizations commit-
ted to promoting student self-governance and radical in-
clusivity – both on our individual campuses and in the wider 

Jewish community.

We invite our fellow Jewish students to join with us by ei-
ther building new student-run groups or committing existing 
organizations to this mission. Together, we can shape the 
future of American Jewish discourse and community; the 
independent Jewish communities of today will foster the 

independent Jewish leaders of tomorrow.

Check us out on Instagram @judaism_on_our_own_terms, 
or join the Judaism on Our Own Terms Facebook Group for 
more information and resources, and to stay up to date with 

exciting JOOOT happenings!



Gematria is a Jewish numerological system in which 
Hebrew letters are substituted for numbers. There are 
a variety of methods for using this system, but the 
most common is known as standard gematria. With-
in standard gematria, each Hebrew letter corresponds 
to a number. One can calculate the numerical value of 
a word by adding together the values of its letters. 
When two apparently unrelated words or phrases have 
the same numerical value, gematria draws connections 
between them.





“Gematria” derives from the Greek word, “geome-
tria,” as used by Plato. While occasionally used in the 
Talmud and the Midrash, gematria was primarily em-
ployed within medieval Jewish mysticism, or Kabbalah. 
Gematria was first mentioned in a Jewish text in 
the Sefer Yetzirah, the first Kabbalistic text which 
dates back to the 2nd century C.E. The medieval 
Kabbalists believed that God created the universe 
through the power of the Hebrew letters and their 
numerological values. Gematria thus enabled Jews to 
gain secret mystical insights into sacred texts.



Modern Hasidic Jews, a sect of Orthodox Jewry which 
draws heavily upon Kabbalist thought, continue to use ge-
matria when reading the Torah. In recent years, some secu-
lar Jews have begun to use gematria to attempt to predict 
current political and cultural events, a phenomenon that is 
often met with criticism among scientists and theologians. 

One well-known example of a contemporary prophetic use 
of gematria is the 1997 book by American journalist Mi-
chael Drosnin, “The Bible Code,” which illustrates that many 
historical events, such as the Holocaust, exist in gematriatic 
form within the Torah. Arguments against Drosnin’s and 
similar works claim that this use of gematria merely explains 
past events by manipulating parts of the Torah, rather 
than proves that it contains genuine prophecy. 









Q: In Genesis 28:12, Jacob sees a ladder that ascends 
from Earth to Heaven. The Hebrew word for “ladder” 
is סלם (sulam). In Exodus 19-24, God reveals the Ten 
Commandments to Moses on Mount Sinai. The Hebrew 
word for Sinai is סיני. Use the gematria chart at the 
beginning of the zine to determine the numerical value 
of the words סלם (sulam), “ladder,” and סיני, “Sinai.” 
How can we interpret the connection between them?





Q: Use the gematria chart at the beginning 
of the zine to determine the numerical value 
of the words אלהים (Elohim), a name for 
God, and הטבע (ha-teva), “Nature.” What 
do you think the connection between them 
means?






